2021

The Fast Lanes of Healthcare

From our experiences with 2020, we have a better understanding of how quickly the
world can change before our eyes. We are proud to say that UPA quickly responded to
the many new and unforeseen demands. Now, as we launch into 2021, healthcare
continues to remain center stage in our country, and UPA remains vigilant to even more
unexpected challenges.

Kim Friar, CEO, UPA

Last year, UPA additionally announced the retirement of Robert F. Elder, MD, as
president of UPA effective 12/31/2020. His commitment to UPA has been exceptional
and we are thrilled that Amy B. Stevens, MD, is an exceptional leader who can step up
and fulfill the obligations of being the president of UPA. She and Dr. Elder have
transitioned business operations smoothly as they have worked together consistently
in years past on major business projects.
Dr. Stevens has long served as a champion liaison between hospital and UPA projects
and will offer UPA a bright evolution into future endeavors amid challenges that the
healthcare industry continues to face. The ability to advance in any direction in which
healthcare dictates is the major platform in which UPA was created and we are happy
to launch into a New Year with such a strong presence.
We are also happy to report that Dr. Elder will continue to work alongside UPA part-time
as Chief Physician Executive.

Amy B. Stevens, MD
President, UPA

Most importantly, thank you to our physician and clinical members who trust us with
their business operations and are the reason we exist; our team members who skillfully
perform their duties to provide excellent service to our customers and finally to our
board members for your leadership, and commitment as we continue to press forward
as a unified strong voice in an unprecedented time.
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Empowering Your Practice

University Physicians’ Association, Inc. (UPA) is East Tennessee’s
comprehensive resource, created to serve the business and practice
management needs of physicians. UPA is physician owned and
physician trusted since 1995 and well understands the demands of
the physician practice. Partnering with UPA assures physicians a
seamless, knowledge-based approach by providing reliable services
customized to meet their unique needs and challenges.

Amy B. Stevens, MD, President, UPA
Amy B. Stevens, MD is President of UPA and
has long served champion with major divisions
including clinical integration (CI) as a founding
board member with University Health Network
(UHN), a combined CI network of UHS, Inc.,
leadership, UTMC and UHS employed
physicians, alongside her leadership with UPA.
She was elected Chair of the UHN Board of
Directors and continues to serve in that
leadership role since 2017.

Kim Friar, CEO, UPA
Kim Friar is a reputable leader known in the
Knoxville community for her strategic vision to
achieve healthcare business goals. Kim has
worked alongside clinical and hospital
executives and leadership with UPA since its
beginning days in 1995. Her strong qualities are
an attribute to the organization's unique
culture-driven environment. Alongside the UPA
Board of Directors and its President, Kim
oversees all aspects of the various business
lines within the UPA. She currently serves on
the Board of Directors of ChildHelp in
Tennessee and the Great Smoky Mountains
Institute at Tremont.

